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Performance Committee: Encourage and recognize outstanding research, scholarship, & practice that contribute to a sustainable, equitable, & just future

Activities may include:
• **Mentoring program** to provide expertise & resources for early career faculty through Fellows who volunteer as mentors and are matched to junior faculty who seek that expertise. The Academy will invite schools of the availability of mentoring on grants & papers.
• **Specialty panels &/or symposia** sponsored to advance excellence & promote visibility.
• **Academy internship program** that supports one or more doctoral &/or post-doctoral junior fellows on social work relevant research/practice projects. Board champions are Drs. Nancy Hooyman & Gail Steketee, who will serve as initial co-chairs.
Performance Committee: Encourage and recognize outstanding research, scholarship, & practice that contribute to a sustainable, equitable, & just future

Activities may include:

• Mentoring program to provide expertise & resources for early career faculty through Fellows who volunteer as mentors and are matched to junior faculty who seek that expertise. The Academy will invite schools of the availability of mentoring on grants & papers.

• Specialty panels &/or symposia sponsored to advance excellence & promote visibility.

• Academy internship program that supports one or more doctoral &/or post-doctoral junior fellows on social work relevant research/practice projects.

Board champions are Drs. Nancy Hooyman & Gail Steketee, who will serve as initial co-chairs.

Averaged 29.3% of effort

---

Policy Information Committee: Inform social policy by serving as a frontline source of information for the social work profession as well as Congress & other government agencies & nongovernmental entities charged with advancing the public good

Activities may include:

• Policy briefs (e.g., working papers, position papers) sponsored by the Academy in conjunction with other national academies (e.g., Education; Nursing; Science, Engineering & Medicine) that leverage expertise from the SW Grand Challenges

• Government engagement such as responses to Congressional requests & initiating work with Congressional entities in the form of providing congressional briefings, assembling expert panels, & developing policy briefs

• Presence at NIH, etc. Representative to the NIMH National Council hearings

Board champions are Drs. Jeanne Marsh, Jeffrey Jenson, & Luis Zayas who will serve as initial co-chairs of this committee (Policy Information Committee)
Policy Information Committee: Inform social policy by serving as a frontline source of information for the social work profession as well as Congress & other government agencies & nongovernmental entities charged with advancing the public good

Activities may include:

- **Policy briefs** (e.g., working papers, position papers) sponsored by the Academy in conjunction with other national academies (e.g., Education; Nursing; Science, Engineering & Medicine) that leverage expertise from the SW Grand Challenges
- **Government engagement** such as responses to Congressional requests & initiating work with Congressional entities in the form of providing congressional briefings, assembling expert panels, & developing policy briefs

Board champions are Drs. Jeanne Marsh, Jeffrey Jenson, & Luis Zayas who will serve as initial co-chairs of this committee (Policy Information Committee)

Innovation Research Committee: Promote the analysis of and research on policies, programs, and practice innovations for their impact on society

Activities may include:

- **Grand Challenges for Social Work** and ongoing activities that support this mission
- **SSWR panel** sponsored by the Academy to highlight innovation in this area.
- **Upcoming joint SSWR symposium with SSR**, especially as it relates to the next hundred years of social work as a profession (in part, through the lens of the GCSW)
- **Newsletter** that highlights Academy activities.
- **Media promotion** of Academy activities
- **“Academy Award”** for excellence, innovation &/or impact in research &/or practice sponsored by the Academy

Board champions are Drs. Rowena Fong & Matthew Howard, who will serve as initial co-chairs of this committee
Innovation Research Committee: Promote the analysis of and research on policies, programs, and practice innovations for their impact on society

Activities may include:
- Grand Challenges for Social Work and ongoing activities that support this mission
- SSWR panel sponsored by the Academy to highlight innovation in this area.
- Upcoming joint SSWR symposium with SSR, especially as it relates to the next hundred years of social work as a profession (in part, through the lens of the GCSW)
- Newsletter that highlights Academy activities
- Media promotion of Academy activities
- “Academy Award” for excellence, innovation &/or impact in research &/or practice sponsored by the Academy

Board champions are Drs. Rowena Fong & Matthew Howard, who will serve as initial co-chairs of this committee

Averaged 22.7% of effort

Awards Committee: Celebrate excellence in social work and social welfare research, education, & practice

Activities mission may include:
- Selection of Fellows & the induction ceremony open to all SSWR attendees
- Advertising in the SSWR program to inform others of the Academy’s goals & activities
- Sponsoring an educational presentation at CSWE & a practice presentation at NASW
- Academy Award (see above)
- Sponsorship of a keynote speaker at SSWR

Board champions are Drs. Gail Steketee & Sarah Gehlert who will serve as initial co-chairs of this committee
Awards Committee: Celebrate excellence in social work and social welfare research, education, & practice

Activities mission may include:

• Selection of Fellows & the induction ceremony open to all SSWR attendees
• Advertising in the SSWR program to inform others of the Academy’s goals & activities
• Sponsoring an educational presentation at CSWE & a practice presentation at NASW
• Academy Award (see above)
• Sponsorship of a keynote speaker at SSWR

Board champions are Drs. Gail Steketee & Sarah Gehlert who will serve as initial co-chairs of this committee

Averaged 17.2% of effort